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Abstract
A pattern is a list of positions in an n× n real matrix. A matrix completion problem for the
class of -matrices asks whether every partial -matrix whose specified entries are exactly
the positions of the pattern can be completed to a -matrix. We survey the current state of
research on -matrix completion problems for many subclasses  of P0-matrices, including
positive definite matrices, M-matrices, inverse M-matrices, P-matrices, and matrices defined
by various sign symmetry and positivity conditions on P0- and P-matrices. Graph theoretic
techniques used to study completion problems are discussed. Several new results are also
presented, including the solution to the M0-matrix completion problem and the sign symmetric
P0-matrix completion problem. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Classes of matrices
A partial matrix is a matrix in which some entries are specified and others are
not. A completion of a partial matrix is a specific choice of values for the unspecified
entries. A pattern for n× n matrices is a list of positions of an n× n matrix, i.e., a
subset of {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , n}. Note that a pattern may be empty. A partial matrix
specifies the pattern if its specified entries are exactly those listed in the pattern.
For a particular type of matrices, the matrix completion problem for patterns asks
which patterns of positions have the property that any partial matrix of this type that
specifies the pattern can be completed to a matrix of desired type. For example, for
positive definite matrices, we ask which patterns have the property that any partial
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positive definite matrix specifying the pattern can be completed to a positive definite
matrix.
This question was answered in [5] through the use of graph theoretic techniques.
In 1990, Johnson [14] provided a survey of matrix completion problems, focusing on
positive definite completions, rank completions and contraction completions. These
papers led to a large number of results on matrix completion problems for patterns in
recent years, including inverse M-matrices [6,8,16,17], M-matrices [7], P-matrices
[2,15], and classes defined by sign symmetry and positivity conditions on P0-matri-
ces [4]. Although these papers use many of the same techniques, the terminology
varies, with the same property or construction having multiple names. In this pa-
per, we attempt to clarify the terminology (Sections 1 and 2), describe some useful
techniques (Sections 3–5), illustrate these techniques by proving several new results
(Sections 6–9), and survey the current state of knowledge about matrix completion
problems for a variety of classes of matrices (Section 10). For a few classes, work
has been done on completing individual partial matrices, but the focus of this paper
is on the study of the completion problem for patterns of matrices.
A principal minor is the determinant of a principal submatrix. For α a subset of
{1,. . . ,n }, the principal submatrix A[α] is obtained from A by deleting all rows and
columns not in α. Similarly, the principal subpatternQ[α] is obtained from a pattern
Q by deleting all positions whose first or second coordinate is not in α. Subpatterns
are described more fully in Section 3.
The real matrix A is called positive stable (respectively, positive semistable) if all
the eigenvalues of A have positive (nonnegative) real part. A real matrix with the
property that any principal minor is positive (respectively, nonnegative) is called a
P-matrix (P0-matrix). The class of P-matrices generalizes many important classes of
matrices that arise in the study of positive stability, such as positive definite matrices,
M-matrices, inverse M-matrices, Fischer and Koteljanskii matrices, all of which are
discussed in [12].
All the classes we discuss in this paper are listed in Table 1, along with their
definitions. These 24 classes of matrices are all contained in the class of P0-matrices
and are all called positivity classes. With the exception of classes of inverse M-ma-
trices, each of the classes listed in Table 1 has a characterization as a class of P- or
P0-matrices with some additional conditions. These equivalent characterizations are
listed with the standard definitions in Table 1, and we will use these characterizations
as definitions. The property of being an inverse M-matrix is inherited by principal
submatrices [12], so an inverse M-matrix is a P-matrix.
Additional classes of matrices are obtained by imposing various symmetry con-
ditions, including restrictions on the signs of entries. The symmetry conditions we
will discuss are:
• weakly sign symmetric, abbreviated wss, which requires aij aji  0 for each pair
i, j ;
• sign symmetric, abbreviated ss, which requires aij aji > 0 or aij = 0 = aji for
each pair i, j ;
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Table 1
Definitions of classes  of matrices
Class  Definition of a -matrix A Definition of a partial
-matrix Aa
P0-matrices Determinant of every principal
submatrix  0
P0,1-matrices P0-matrix and all diagonal entries > 0
P-matrices Determinant of every principal
submatrix > 0
wss P0-matrices P0-matrix and aij aji  0 for each i, j aij aji  0
wss P0,1-matrices P0,1-matrix and aij aji  0 for each i, j aij aji  0
M0-matrices Positive semistable and aij  0 for all
i /= j ⇔ P0-matrix and aij  0
for all i /= j
aij  0 if i /= j
wss P-matrices P-matrix and aij aji  0 for each i, j aij aji  0
M-matrices Positive stable and aij  0 for all
i /= j ⇔ P-matrix and aij  0
for all i /= j
aij  0 if i /= j
Fischer matrices P-matrix and for α ∩ β = φ aij aji  0
det(A[α ∪ β])
 det(A[α]) det(A[β])
Koteljanskii matrices P-matrix and (with det(A[φ])
defined to be 1)
det(A[α ∪ β])det(A[α ∩ β])
aij aji  0
 det(A[α]) det(A[β])
ss P0-matrices P0-matrix and aij aji > 0 or
aij = 0 = aji for each i, j
aij aji > 0 or
aij = 0 = aji
ss P0,1 -matrices P0,1-matrix and aij aji > 0 or
aij = 0 = aji for each i, j
aij aji > 0 or
aij = 0 = aji
ss P-matrices P-matrix and aij aji > 0 or
aij = 0 = aji for each i, j
aij aji > 0 or
aij = 0 = aji
Nonnegative P0-matrices P0-matrix and aij  0 for all i, j aij  0
Nonnegative P0,1-matrices P0,1-matrix and aij  0 for all i, j aij  0
Nonnegative P-matrices P-matrix and aij  0 for all i, j aij  0
Inverse M-matrices Inverse of an M-matrix aij  0
Positive P0,1-matrices P0,1-matrix and aij > 0 for all i, j aij > 0
Positive P-matrices P-matrix and aij > 0 for all i, j aij > 0
Positive semidefinite Symmetric and xtAx  0 ⇔
symmetric P0-matrix
aji = aij
Positive definite Symmetric and xtAx > 0 for all
x /= 0 ⇔ symmetric P-matrix
aji = aij
Symmetric M0-matrices Symmetric positive semistable and
aij  0 for all i /= j ⇔ symmetric
P0-matrix and aij  0 for all i /= j
aji = aij and
aij  0 if i /= j
Symmetric M-matrices Symmetric positive stable and aij  0
for all i /= j ⇔ symmetric P-matrix
and aij  0 for all i /= j
aji = aij and
aij  0 if i /= j
Symmetric inverse M-matrices Symmetric and inverse of an M-matrix aji = aij and
aij  0 if i /= j
a Every fully specified principal submatrix of A is a -matrix and whenever the listed entries are
specified.
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• nonnegative, which requires aij  0 for all i, j ;
• positive, which requires aij > 0 for all i, j ;
• symmetric, which requires aij = aji for each pair i, j .
When we want to refer to any one of the classes of matrices listed in Table 1, we
will say “for a class  of matrices” or “for all of the classes  of matrices” (without
qualification). On other occasions we refer to only some of these classes, and then
we will say “for  one of the classes. . .”.
For all of the classes  of matrices, membership in the class is inherited by prin-
cipal submatrices. Thus, in order for a partial -matrix to have a completion to a
-matrix, it is certainly necessary that every fully specified principal submatrix be
a -matrix. For  one of the classes P0-, P0,1- and P-matrices, this is sufficient to
define a partial-matrix. Some of the classes, such as M-matrices and ss P-matrices,
have sign patterns, so any specified entries must satisfy the sign pattern. For each of
the classes , the definition of a partial matrix -matrix is listed in the third col-
umn of Table 1, in the form: every fully specified principal submatrix is a -matrix,
and ___, where ___ is whatever additional condition is listed in the third column of
Table 1.
For a class  of matrices, we say a pattern has -completion if every partial -
matrix specifying the pattern can be completed to a -matrix (note that an empty
pattern has -completion for every ). The matrix completion problem for the class
of -matrices is to determine which patterns have -completion.
2. Graphs and digraphs of patterns
In recent years, graphs and digraphs have been used very effectively to study ma-
trix completion problems. One usually begins by assuming that the pattern includes
all diagonal positions. The case in which some diagonal positions are omitted is
discussed later.
For a class of symmetric matrices, such as positive definite matrices, since the
(j, i)-entry is equal to the (i, j)-entry, it makes sense to require the pattern to be po-
sitionally symmetric, i.e., if position (i, j) is in the pattern, then so is (j, i). Note that
positionally symmetric patterns are also called combinatorially symmetric patterns.
Both terms are in use (“positionally symmetric” in [2,6–8,16,17], “combinatorially
symmetric” in [4,14,15]); here we will use the term “positionally symmetric”. Pat-
terns that are positionally symmetric can be studied by means of their graphs, and
one usually begins with this case [4,15–17]. The definitions of graph theoretic terms
will follow [1] unless otherwise noted.
For our purposes, a graph G = (V (G),E(G)) is a finite nonempty set of positive
integers V (G), whose members are called vertices, and a set E(G) of (unordered)
pairs {v, u} of vertices, called edges. This differs from standard use in that we require
vertices to be positive integers (since we will be using them to represent matrices).
When it is clear what graph G is under discussion, we will use V for V (G) and E
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for E(G). If {v, u} is an edge of G, then we say that v and u are adjacent in G and
{v, u} is incident with both v and u. The order of G is the number of vertices of G.
A subgraph of the graph G = (V (G),E(G)) is a graph H = (V (H),E(H)),
where V (H) is a subset of V (G) and E(H) is a subset of E(G) (note that {v, u} ∈
E(H) requires v, u ∈ V (H) since H is a graph). If W is a subset of V , the subgraph
induced by W, 〈W 〉, is the graph (W,E(W)) with E(W) the set of all the edges of
G between the vertices in W . A subgraph induced by a subset of vertices is also
called an induced subgraph. A warning about terminology: the terms “subgraph”
and “subdigraph” (see below) have been used in some papers [7,16] to mean induced
subgraph (or induced subdigraph). This use is undesirable and contrary to the usage
in graph theory.
Let A be a (fully specified) symmetric n× n matrix. The nonzero-graph of A is
the graph having as vertex set {1, . . . , n}, and, as its set of edges, the set of (unor-
dered) pairs {i, j } such that both i and j are vertices with i /= j and aij /= 0. If G is
the nonzero-graph of A, then the nonzero-graph of the principal submatrix A[α] is
〈α〉.
In many situations, positions omitted from a pattern are viewed in the same way
as 0 entries in a matrix. To facilitate this analogy, we make the following definition:
The characteristic matrix of a pattern for n× n matrices is the n× n matrix C such
that cij = 1 if the position (i, j) is in the pattern and cij = 0 if (i, j) is not in the
pattern.
For a positionally symmetric pattern Q that includes all diagonal positions, the
graph of Q (pattern-graph) is the nonzero-graph of its characteristic matrixC. Equiv-
alently, it is the graph having {1, . . . , n} as its vertex set and, as its set of edges, the
set of (unordered) pairs {i, j } such that position (i, j) (and therefore also (j, i)) is
in Q. If G is the pattern-graph of Q, then the pattern-graph of a principal subpattern
Q[α] is 〈α〉, which is the nonzero-graph of C[α].
If a class  of matrices does not allow the (j, i)-entry to be determined from
the (i, j)-entry, the general -completion problem entails the study of patterns that
are not positionally symmetric (even if the class has some mild symmetry properties
such as sign symmetry). For a pattern without positional symmetry, a directed graph
(digraph) must be used.
A digraph D = (V (D),E(D)) is a finite set of positive integers V (D), whose
members are called vertices, and a set E(D) of ordered pairs (v, u) of vertices,
called arcs (also called directed edges). The terms adjacent, incident, order, subdi-
graph and induced subdigraph are defined analogously to the corresponding terms
for graphs. Note that Chartrand and Oellermann [1] use “to” and “from” rather than
“with” in conjunction with “adjacent” and “incident” to distinguish the ends of an
arc, but we do not need this distinction.
Let A be a (fully specified) n× n matrix. The nonzero-digraph of A is the di-
graph having vertex set {1, . . . , n} and, as arcs, the ordered pairs (i, j) where i /= j
and aij /= 0. The nonzero-digraph of A[α] is 〈α〉. For a pattern Q that contains all
diagonal positions, the digraph of Q (pattern-digraph) is the nonzero-digraph of
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its characteristic matrix C. The pattern-digraph Q[α] is 〈α〉. A partial matrix that
specifies a pattern is also referred to as specifying the digraph or graph of the pattern.
The positionally symmetric case remains important even when digraphs are used.
Reduction to this case is a very effective strategy for showing that a particular digraph
has -completion by showing that for any partial -matrix specifying the digraph
it is possible to specify additional entries to obtain a partial -matrix specifying
a positionally symmetric pattern that has  -completion. This technique is used in
[6,8] for inverse M-matrix completions, in [7] for M-matrices, and [2] for P-matrices.
For some classes , the case of a pattern that includes all diagonal positions
is the only part of the problem that needs to be studied, because a pattern has -
completion if and only if the principal subpattern defined by the diagonal positions
included in the pattern has -completion [5,7,15]. However, one must be careful
when determinants can be 0 or other conditions apply, as we shall see in Section 4.
For a pattern that does not include the diagonal, we need to revise our digraph
notation. A marked directed graph (mardigraph) D = (V (D),E(D),M(D)) is a
digraph (V (D),E(D)) together with a function M(D) from V (D) into the set of
marks {S,U}. A vertex is referred to as specified or unspecified according as it is
assigned by M(D) to S or U . The nonzero-mardigraph of the n× n matrix A is
the nonzero-digraph of A in which the vertex i is marked specified if aii /= 0 and
unspecified if aii = 0. The mardigraph of a pattern (pattern-mardigraph) for n× n
matrices is the nonzero-mardigraph of its characteristic matrix. A submardigraph
H = (V (H), (E(H),M(H)) of D is a subdigraph whose M(H) is the restriction
of M(D) to V (H). Other digraph terms (order, induced subdigraph) are applied to
mardigraphs in the obvious way. The nonzero-mardigraph of A[α] is 〈α〉. The pat-
tern-mardigraphQ[α] is 〈α〉. A partial matrix that specifies a pattern is also referred
to as specifying the mardigraph of the pattern.
In many cases, we need to say something that applies to graphs, digraphs and/or
mardigraphs; we will use the term “mar/di/graph” to mean “mardigraph or digraph
or graph”, “mar/digraph” to mean “mardigraph or digraph,” and “di/graph” to mean
“digraph or graph”.
Diagrams help to visualize a mar/di/graph. For di/graphs, the vertices are
diagrammed as black dots. The edges are drawn as line segments, oriented by
arrows for a digraph. Fig. 1(a) represents the graph of the positionally symmetric
pattern {(1,1), (1,2), (1,4), (2,1) (2,2), (2,3), (3,2), (3,3), (3,4), (4,1), (4,3), (4,4) }.
When both arcs (i, j) and (j, i) are present in a digraph, the arrows can be omit-
ted, and these are represented by a double line (Chartrand and Oellermann [1]
continue to show arrows, and curve the lines). Fig. 1(b) represents the digraph of
{(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 2), (3, 3)}. Note that the diagram of a digraph
of a positionally symmetric pattern would have a double line everywhere the diagram
of the graph has a single line. When diagramming a mardigraph, a specified vertex
will be indicated by a solid black dot ( ) and an unspecified vertex will be
indicated by a hollow circle ( ). Fig. 1(c) represents the mardigraph of the
pattern {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 3)}. Note that this is consistent with
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Fig. 1. (a) A graph; (b) a digraph; (c) a mardigraph.
the usage for di/graphs, because when we used a di/graph for a pattern, the pattern
included all diagonal positions. When describing a set of mardigraphs, a vertex that
may be either specified or unspecified is diagrammed as ( ) (cf. Fig. 8).
Relabeling the vertices of a mar/di/graph corresponds to performing a permuta-
tion similarity on the pattern. Since all the classes we are considering are closed
under permutation similarity, we are free to relabel mar/di/graphs as desired or use
unlabeled mar/di/graph diagrams.
Up to this point we have looked at mar/di/graphs as derived from patterns, but
we can also look at patterns derived from mardigraphs. Let D = (V ,E,M) be a
mardigraph. The pattern associated with D is the pattern QD = E ∪ {(v, v): v ∈ V
and M(v) = S}. The mardigraph of QD is D. Analogously, there is a pattern that
includes all diagonal positions associated with a digraph on {1, . . . , n} and a posi-
tionally symmetric pattern (that includes all diagonal positions) associated with a
graph on {1, . . . , n}. Thus, a partial matrix specifies a mar/di/graph D if it specifies
the pattern associated with D. For a class  of matrices, a mar/di/graph D is said to
have -completion if the pattern associated with D has -completion.
The underlying graph D′ of a mar/digraph D is the graph obtained by replacing
each arc (v, u) or pair of arcs (v, u) and (u, v) (if both are present) with the one
edge {v, u} (marks are ignored). Note that the underlying graph of the digraph of a
positionally symmetric pattern that includes the diagonal is the graph of the pattern.
Arc (v, u) (or arcs (v, u) and (u, v) if both are present) of D and edge {v, u} of D′
are said to correspond.
A walk in a mar/digraph D (respectively, graph G) is a sequence of arcs
(v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vk−1, vk) (edges {v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vk−1, vk}). A walk is
closed if v1 = vk . A path is a walk in which the vertices are distinct (except that pos-
sibly v1 = vk). The length of a path is the number of arcs (edges) in the path. A cycle
is a closed path. The mar/digraph cycle (v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vk, v1) or the graph
cycle {v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vk, v1} is sometimes denoted as v1, v2, . . . , vk, v1. We
will abuse notation to talk about the mar/di/graph induced by a path or cycle, i.e.,
if  is the cycle v1, v2, . . . , vk, v1, then 〈〉 means 〈{v1, v2, . . . , vk}〉. A cycle of
length k is called a k-cycle. A Hamilton cycle of a mar/di/graph D is a cycle in D
that includes every vertex of D.
A semiwalk (respectively, semipath, semicycle) of a mar/digraph D is a sequence
of arcs whose corresponding edges form a walk (path, cycle) in the underlying graph
D′. It is sometimes convenient to write the walk (v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vk−1, vk) as
v1 → v2 → · · · → vk . In a semiwalk where the direction is known, it is denoted by
→ or ←; when it is unknown it is denoted ↑.
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A chord of the cycle {v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vk−1, vk}, {vk, v1} is an edge {vs, vt }
not in the cycle (with 1  s, t  k). A chord of a cycle in a mar/digraph is an arc
whose corresponding edge is a chord of the corresponding cycle in the underlying
graph. A graph is chordal if every cycle of length 4 has a chord; a mar/digraph is
chordal if its underlying graph is chordal.
In a mar/digraph D, (v, u) is called the reverse of (u, v) (whether it is present in
D or not). The term “reverse” has been used in [2]; the reverse has also been referred
to as the “opposite” [8]. An arc (v, u) in D is symmetric in D if its reverse is also
in D; otherwise (v, u) is asymmetric in D. A submar/digraph H of D is symmetric
(respectively, asymmetric) if every arc of H is symmetric (asymmetric) in D. A
mar/digraph D is homogeneous if it is either symmetric or asymmetric; otherwise it
is nonhomogeneous.
A cycle  in a mar/digraph D is called simple if the arc set of the induced sub-
mar/digraph of  is , i.e., D does not contain the reverse of any arc in  and D
does not contain any chord of , or the length of  is 2. Note that the term “simple”
has also been used to mean a chordless cycle in a graph [4].
A graph is connected if there is a path from any vertex to any other vertex (this
includes a graph of order 1); otherwise it is disconnected. A component of a graph is
a maximal connected subgraph. A mar/digraph is connected if its underlying graph
is connected (equivalently, if there is a semipath from any vertex to any other ver-
tex), and a component of the mar/digraph is a component of the underlying graph.
Connectedness ignores the orientation of arcs in mar/digraphs, so when orientation
needs to be considered, the concept of strong connectedness is used: A mar/digraph
is strongly connected if there is a path from any vertex to any other vertex. Clearly, a
strongly connected mar/digraph is connected, though the converse is false.
A di/graph is complete if it includes all possible arcs (edges) between its ver-
tices. The vertices are also required to be specified in order for a mardigraph to be
called complete. A complete subdi/graph has traditionally been referred to as a clique
[4,6,16]. Thus, a submardigraphF of a mardigraphD is called a clique if all vertices
of F are specified and for any v, u ∈ V (F), (v, u), (u, v) ∈ E(F). If Q is a pattern,
D is its mardigraph and F is the submardigraph induced by a subset T of {1, . . . , n},
then F is a clique if and only if the principal subpattern defined by T is T × T .
3. Block diagonal and block triangular patterns
Graphs were used in [5] to determine which positionally symmetric patterns
have positive definite completion, and mar/di/graphs have subsequently been used
for many other classes of matrices [2,4,6–9,15–18]. There are two fundamental
ways to tackle the -matrix completion problem: collecting mar/di/graphs that have
-completion and collecting mar/di/graphs that do not. An effective strategy for
mar/di/graphs that have -completion is to build new mar/di/graphs having -com-
pletion from old (i.e., ones known to have -completion). There are a number of
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different building techniques. We will discuss two, based on block diagonal and
block triangular matrices, in this section, and another, vertex identification, in Sec-
tion 5. To effectively make use of mar/di/graphs that do not have -completion,
we need to have -completion be inherited by induced submar/di/graphs. This is
equivalent to having -completion inherited by principal submatrices. We begin
with this property.
Note that all of the classes under discussion that allow off-diagonal entries to be
zero are closed under direct sums of matrices, i.e., if A1, . . . , AK are -matrices,
then the block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks A1, . . . , Ak must also be in .
This statement is immediate from properties of the determinant for all but Fischer
and Koteljanskii matrices; for these classes see [4].
Lemma 3.1. For any class  of matrices except the class of positive P0,1-matrices,
if the pattern Q has -completion, then any principal subpattern R has -comple-
tion. Equivalently, for these classes, if a mar/di/graph has -completion, then so
does any induced submar/di/graph.
Proof. Note that for symmetric classes (positive semidefinite, positive definite,
symmetric M-, symmetric M0-, symmetric inverse M-matrices) patterns must be
positionally symmetric, i.e., mardigraphs are symmetric. For classes  that allow
entries to be 0 (all of the above classes except positive P-matrices), if A is a partial
-matrix specifyingR, extend it to a partial matrix B specifyingQ by assigning 1 to
the diagonal and 0 to the off-diagonal entries that need to be specified. This creates
a partial -matrix, because the class of -matrices is closed under direct sums.
Since Q has -completion, we can complete B to a -matrix Bˆ . The appropriate
principal submatrix of Bˆ then completes A. When entries are not allowed to be 0,
but determinants are strictly positive, such as for positive P-matrices, we can perturb
the off-diagonal entries slightly and still have a P-matrix. 
The one class exempted from Lemma 3.1 requires nonzero entries, and for this
class there are problems with using the perturbation argument because determinants
can be 0. As we shall see in Section 4, strange things happen when the determi-
nants can be 0, which leads to questions about whether principal submatrices inherit
-completion for this class, but no examples where it is not inherited are known.
We now turn to building strategies. As we will need to discuss block structure for
both matrices and patterns, we extend the terminology for partitioning matrices [11]
to patterns. Let Q be a pattern for n× n matrices. For subsets α and β of {1, . . . , n}
the blockQ[α, β] is the result of deleting all ordered pairs inQwhose first coordinate
is not in α or whose second coordinate is not in β. When β = α, Q[α, α] is denoted
Q[α] and is called a principal subpattern ofQ. A partition ofQ is a decomposition of
Q into mutually exclusive blocks such that each position is in exactly one block. We
concern ourselves only with the case in which the rows and columns are partitioned
the same way, and the partition is of the form {α1, . . . , αK }, where α1 = {1, . . . , s1},
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α2 = {s1 + 1, . . . , s2}, . . . , αK = {sK−1 + 1, . . . , n}. In this case, we abuse notation
to write
Q =


Q11 Q12 · · · Q1K
Q21 Q22 · · · Q2K
...
...
...
QK1 QK2 · · · QKK

,
where QIJ = Q[αI , αJ ]. We say {α1, . . . , αK } provides a block structure for pat-
terns of n× n matrices.
A pattern Q is block diagonal (for a given block structure) if and only if its char-
acteristic matrix is block diagonal for the block structure. In this case, we abuse the
notation to write
Q =


Q11 ? · · · ?
? Q22 · · · ?
...
...
...
? ? · · · QKK

,
where ? indicates a rectangular set of positions not included in the pattern. Note
that this is equivalent to saying that Q is the union of principal subpatterns
Q11, . . . ,QKK . Also it is possible that Q11, . . . ,QKK are missing some positions.
When studying the -completion problem by means of mar/di/graphs, one rou-
tinely assumes that the mar/di/graph is connected, and then deals with the more gen-
eral case by concluding that if each component has -completion, then so does the
whole mar/di/graph. This reduction is possible if and only if a pattern must have
-completion if it is block diagonal and each diagonal block has -completion.
Lemma 3.2. For any class  of matrices except the class of positive P0,1-matrices,
if the pattern Q is permutation similar to a block diagonal pattern in which each
diagonal block has -completion, then Q has -completion. Equivalently, if each
component of a mar/di/graph has -completion, then so does the mar/di/graph.
Proof. Note that for symmetric classes patterns must be positionally symmetric, i.e.,
mardigraphs are symmetric.
Let Q be a block diagonal pattern such that the principal subpattern of each di-
agonal block has -completion. If A is a partial -matrix specifying Q, complete
each of the principal submatrices specifying the diagonal blocks to a -matrix, and
assign 0 to all entries outside the diagonal blocks. When entries are not allowed to be
zero, but determinants are strictly positive, such as for positive P-matrices, we can
perturb the off-diagonal entries slightly and still have a P-matrix. This completes A
to a -matrix, so Q has -completion. Since all the classes under discussion are
closed under permutation similarity, any pattern that is permutation similar to Q also
has -completion. 
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Again, there are problems with this argument when determinants can be 0 and
entries must be non-zero, as with the class of positive P0,1-matrices. Unless the ques-
tions of whether the class of positive P0,1-matrices has the properties that comple-
tion is inherited by principal subpatterns and closure under unions can be answered
affirmatively, the study of this class is problematic.
All of the classes  under discussion that are not symmetric and allow off-
diagonal entries to be zero (except inverse M-matrices and sign symmetric classes)
have the property that if A1, . . . , AK are -matrices, then a block triangular matrix
with diagonal blocks A1, . . . , Ak must also be a -matrix. This is clear for all these
classes except Fischer and Koteljanskii matrices; for these classes see [4].
A pattern is called block triangular (for a particular block structure) if its char-
acteristic matrix is block triangular (for that block structure). A pattern Q is called
reducible if its characteristic matrix C is reducible, i.e., if there is a permutation
matrix P such that
PCP T =
[
C11 0
C21 C22
]
,
whereC11, C22 are square and 0 denotes a matrix consisting entirely of 0’s. A pattern
is irreducible if it is not reducible, or, equivalently, if its characteristic matrix is
irreducible. Any matrix, and hence any pattern, is permutation similar to a block
triangular matrix with irreducible diagonal blocks. The nonzero-mar/digraph of a
matrix A is strongly connected if and only if A is irreducible [19], and hence a
pattern-mardigraph is strongly connected if and only if the pattern is irreducible.
Lemma 3.3. If the pattern Q is permutation similar to a block triangular pattern
and each diagonal block has -completion, then Q has -completion for  any
of the classes P0-, P0,1-, P-, wss P0-, wss P0,1-, M0-, wss P-, M-, Fischer, Koteljan-
skii, ss P-, nonnegative P0-, nonnegative P0,1-, nonnegative P-, positive P-matrices.
Equivalently, for these classes, if every strongly connected induced submar/di/graph
of the mar/di/graph G has -completion, then so does G.
Proof. Let Q be a block triangular pattern such that all diagonal blocks have -
completion. Let A be a partial -matrix specifying Q. We can complete A to a
-matrix Aˆ by completing each diagonal block to a -matrix and setting all oth-
er unspecified entries to 0 (and perturbing the zero entries slightly for ss or posi-
tive P-matrices). Since all the classes under discussion are closed under permutation
similarity, any pattern permutation similar to Q also has -completion. 
The class of inverse M-matrices does not have the property in Lemma 3.3 [6] (see
also Section 6), nor do the classes of ss P0- or P0,1-matrices, as we see in the follow-
ing example (an even simpler example for ss P0-matrices appears in Section 9):
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Example 3.4. The partial matrix
A =

4 2 x2 1 y
4 −1 1


is a partial ss P0,1-matrix specifying the pattern Q = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2),
(3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3)}. But A does not have an ss P0,1-completion because det A =
−6x + 12y and x > 0 and y < 0 by sign symmetry. However, Q is block triangular
with diagonal blocks {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)} and {(3, 3)}, both of which are
complete. (Since A is a partial ss P0,1-matrix, it is also a partial ss P0-matrix.)
4. Patterns omitting some diagonal positions
For some classes , a pattern has -completion if and only if the principal sub-
pattern defined by the diagonal positions included in the pattern has -completion.
This property is often described by saying that the problem of classifying patterns
with -completion reduces to the classification of patterns that include the diagonal.
This has been observed by numerous authors [5,7,15], but care must be taken not to
apply this where determinants can be 0 or other conditions apply, as the following
examples illustrate.
Example 4.1. The partial matrix
A =
[
0 −1
−1 z
]
,
which specifies the pattern Q = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)}, is a partial P0-, wss P0-, M0-,
ss P0-, positive semidefinite, and symmetric M0-matrix. The partial matrix
B =
[
0 1
1 z
]
,
which specifies Q, is a partial nonnegative P0-matrix. But neither A nor B can
be completed to a P0-matrix because det A = det B = −1. Therefore, A cannot
be completed to a -matrix for  any of the classes P0-, wss P0-, M0-, ss P0-,
positive semidefinite, symmetric M0-matrices. Similarly, B cannot be completed to
a nonnegative P0-matrix. However, the principal subpattern defined by the diagonal
positions included in Q is {(1, 1)}, which trivially has -completion.
This leads us to the following necessary condition for completion of patterns for
these classes.
Lemma 4.2. Let  be one of the classes P0-, wss P0-, M0-, ss P0-, nonnegative P0-,
positive semidefinite, and symmetric M0-matrices. If the pattern Q has -comple-
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tion and Q omits position (j, j) and includes (i, i), then Q omits at least one of the
positions (i, j) and (j, i). Equivalently, if a mardigraph D contains as a
submardigraph, then D does not have -completion.
For the classes listed in Lemma 4.2 and many others, the problem of classifying
patterns with -completion does not reduce to the case of patterns that include the
diagonal.
Example 4.3. The pattern Q = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1),
(3, 2)} has the mardigraph shown in Fig. 2(a). The partial matrix
A =

4 2 12 1 1
1 1 z


is a partial -matrix specifying Q for  any of the classes P0,1-, wss P0,1-, ss P0,1-,
nonnegative P0,1-, positive P0,1-matrices. ButA cannot be completed to a P0,1-matrix
because det A = −1, and thus A cannot be completed to a -matrix for  one of
the listed classes. However, the principal subpattern defined by the diagonal positions
included in the Q is {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)}, which trivially has -completion.
Example 4.4. The pattern Q = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 2)} has the
pattern-mardigraph shown in Fig. 2(b). The partial matrix
A =

z1 0 11 z2 0
0 1 z3


is a partial Koteljanskii matrix (and thus a partial Fischer matrix) specifying Q. But
A cannot be completed to a Fischer matrix because with α = {1} and β = {2, 3},
A[α] = [z1],
A[β] =
[
z1 0
1 z3
]
,
A[α ∪ β] = A and detA[α ∪ β] = z1z2z3 + 1  z1z2z3 = det A[α] det A[β].
However, the principal subpattern defined by the diagonal positions included in Q is
empty and so trivially has Fischer and Koteljanskii completion.
Fig. 2.
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Example 4.5. The pattern Q = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 2)} has the
mardigraph shown in Fig. 2(b). The partial matrix
A =

? 1 01 ? 1
0 1 ?


is a partial inverse M- and symmetric inverse M-matrix specifying Q. But A cannot
be completed to an inverse M-matrix because it has nonzero entries a12 = 1, a23 = 1,
but a13 = 0 [8] (see also Section 6). However, the principal subpattern defined by the
diagonal positions included in Q is empty, which trivially has (symmetric) inverse
M-completion.
Theorem 4.6. For  one of the classes P-, wss P-, M-, ss P-, nonnegative P-, pos-
itive P-, positive definite, symmetric M-matrices, a pattern has -completion if and
only if the principal subpattern defined by the diagonal positions included in the
pattern has  -completion. This statement is false for any other class of matrices in
Table 1.
Proof. Note that for symmetric classes patterns must be positionally symmetric.
The “only if” follows from Lemma 3.1.
Suppose Q is a pattern with the property that the principal submatrix defined by
specified diagonal positions has -completion, for  one of the listed classes. If
Q contains at least one diagonal position, then by a permutation similarity we may
assume that the diagonal positions included in Q are 1, . . . , k; otherwise, let k = 0.
Let A be a partial matrix that specifies Q. If k > 0, then by hypothesis the prin-
cipal submatrix A[{1, . . . , k}] defined by 1, . . . , k can be completed to a -matrix.
Complete it in A (call this matrix B); otherwise, let B = A.
Consider the principal submatrix B[{1, . . . , k, k + 1}]. Since each class  has
a characterization as P-matrices, possibly with a symmetry condition, in order to
complete B[{1, . . . , k, k + 1}] to a -matrix it is enough to complete it so that the
determinant of every principal submatrix is positive and any symmetry conditions
are satisfied.
All entries of B[{1, . . . , k, k + 1}] except some of those in the last row and col-
umn are specified. Let the unspecified k + 1, (k + 1)-entry be denoted by z. Assign
any other unspecified entries to satisfy the symmetry condition (if any). If k = 0, the
determinant ofB[{1, . . . , k, k + 1}] is z; otherwise this determinant can be computed
by expanding by minors on the last row:
det B[{1, . . . , k, k + 1}]
= ±bk+1 1Mk+1 1 ± bk+1 2Mk+1 2 + · · · + zMk+1 k+1,
where Mk+1 i is the (k + 1, i)-minor. Mk+1 k+1 is the determinant of B[{1, . . . , k}]
and thus is positive. By choosing z sufficiently large we can ensure
det B[{1, . . . , k, k + 1}] is positive.
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This same technique works for the determinant of any principal submatrix con-
taining the (k + 1, k + 1) position. Since there are only finitely many such principal
submatrices, z can be chosen sufficiently large to ensure all these determinants are
positive. Complete the other unspecified diagonal entries in the same way.
The second statement follows from the examples preceding the theorem. 
Although omitting some diagonal positions seemed to prevent -completion for
some classes, the situation can be very different when all diagonal positions are
omitted.
Theorem 4.7. For a class  of matrices in Table 1, every mardigraph with all verti-
ces unspecified has -completion if and only if  is not one of Fischer, Koteljanskii,
inverse M-, symmetric inverse M-matrices.
Proof. Note that for symmetric classes patterns must be positionally symmetric, i.e.,
mardigraphs are symmetric.
For  any of the classes in Table 1 except Fischer, Koteljanskii, inverse M-, sym-
metric inverse M-matrices, the definition consists of (possibly) some symmetry con-
ditions and the requirement that all principal minors be positive or nonnegative. Set
all the diagonal entries equal to z. Then any k × k principal minor will be zk + p(z),
where p(z) is a polynomial of degree  k − 1, so choosing z large enough guar-
antees the principal minor is positive. Since there are only finitely many principal
minors to consider, we can choose a sufficiently large z.
The converse follows from the examples preceding the theorem. 
Notice that for classes where diagonal entries must be strictly positive, the exam-
ples that did not have completion were all 3 × 3 or larger matrices.
Lemma 4.8. Let  be one of the classes P0,1-, P-, wss P0,1-, wss P-, M-, Fischer,
Koteljanskii, ss P0,1-, ss P-, nonnegative P0,1-, nonnegative P-, inverse M-, positive
P0,1-, positive P-matrices. Any pattern for 2 × 2 matrices has -completion, i.e., all
mardigraphs of order 2 (shown in Fig. 3) have -completion.
Proof. We first consider all the listed classes  except Fischer, Koteljanskii, in-
verse M-, ss P0,1-, and positive P0,1-matrices. The mardigraphs in Fig. 3(a)–(g), all
represent block triangular patterns and therefore have -completion by Lemma 3.3.
Mardigraph (h) is complete and mardigraph (j) has -completion by Theorem 4.7.
This leaves mardigraph (i). A partial matrix specifying mardigraph (i) has the form
Fig. 3. All possible marigraphs of order 2.
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A =
[
a11 a12
a21 z
]
.
Since diagonal elements must be greater than zero for all , choosing z sufficiently
large will complete A to a -matrix.
For the classes of Fischer and Koteljanskii matrices, note that a (partial) 2 × 2
matrixA is a (partial) Fischer matrix if and only if A is a (partial) Koteljanskii matrix
if and only if A is a (partial) wss P-matrix.
For inverse M-, ss P0,1-, and positive P0,1-matrices, whenever a vertex is unspec-
ified, choosing that entry sufficiently large will work because all diagonal entries are
nonzero. This covers (b), (c), (e)–(g), (i) and (j) in Fig. 3. Mardigraph (h) is complete
already. For mardigraphs (a) and (d), choosing the off-diagonal entr(ies)y sufficiently
small will work. 
The property in Lemma 4.8 is also true for the classes of positive definite, sym-
metric M-, and symmetric inverse M-matrices when mardigraphs are restricted to
being symmetric, and false for all other classes by Lemma 4.2.
5. Nonseparable graphs and vertex identification
In Lemma 3.2, we saw that for all classes  in Table 1 (except possibly positive
P0,1-matrices) a mar/di/graph has -completion if and only if each component has
-completion. Thus, in these cases, determining which mar/di/graphs have -com-
pletion amounts to determining which connected mar/di/graphs have -completion.
In this section, we examine the idea of building mardigraphs by identifying one ver-
tex at a time. Results in [4,16,17] then allow us to reduce the problem considerably
further (see Theorem 5.8).
The following graph theoretic terminology and results are taken from [1], and
extended here to mardigraphs: If v is a vertex of mar/di/graph D, the deletion of v
from D, denoted D − v, is the submar/di/graph induced by the set of all vertices
of D except v. A cut-vertex of a connected mar/di/graph is a vertex whose dele-
tion disconnects the mar/di/graph; more generally, a cut-vertex is a vertex whose
deletion disconnects a component of a mar/di/graph. A connected mar/di/graph is
nonseparable if it has no cut-vertices. A block B of a mar/di/graph D is a connected
submar/di/graph that is nonseparable and is maximal with respect to this property.
The mardigraph shown in Fig. 4 has 10 blocks, labeled B1 to B10; dotted lines (not
part of the mardigraph) are used to indicate the blocks. A block is necessarily an
induced submar/di/graph and the blocks of a mar/di/graph partition the arc (or edge)
set of the mar/di/graph. Any two blocks have at most one vertex in common. Further-
more, if two blocks share a vertex, then this vertex is a cut-vertex. A nonseparable
mar/di/graph has one block, itself. A block of D that contains exactly one cut-vertex
of D is called an end-block of D. In Fig. 4, blocks B1, B2, B4, B6, B8 and B10 are
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Fig. 4. The blocks of a mardigraph.
end-blocks. A connected mar/di/graph with at least one cut-vertex has at least two
end-blocks.
Note that blocks in mar/di/graphs give rise to “blocks” that overlap in one di-
agonal position in matrices or patterns. Thus, the term “block” seems unfortunate,
because the usage is different than that of block diagonal or block triangular patterns
where blocks cannot overlap, but it is standard graph theoretic usage, and has been
used in this sense as “block-clique” in [6,8,16].
Any mar/di/graph can be built from its blocks by adding on one block at a time.
The process of “adding” is done by forming a disjoint union and then identifying one
vertex from one component of the union with one vertex from the other component. If
G = (V (G),E(G)) and H = (V (H),E(H)) are mar/di/graphs with disjoint vertex
sets, then the union of G and H , written G ∪H , is the mar/di/graph that has vertex
set V (G) ∪ V (H) and arc (edge) set E(G) ∪ E(H). Note that G and H are separate
components of G ∪H , and G ∪H is the mar/di/graph of the block diagonal pattern
with diagonal blocks whose mar/di/graphs are G and H . If u and v are nonadjacent
vertices of a graphG, the graph G : u = v obtained by identifying u and v has vertex
set V (G : u = v) = V (G)− {v} and edge set E(G : u = v) = {e | e ∈ E(G) and e
is not incident with v} ∪ {{u,w} | {v,w} ∈ E(G)}. For digraphs, the arc (v,w) is
replaced by (u,w) and (w, v) is replaced by (w, u). In order to identify vertices in a
mardigraph, both vertices must be marked the same way.
For a set  of mar/di/graphs, an -tree is constructed from disjoint connected
mar/di/graphs B1, . . . , Bs in  by identifying vertices: mardigraphs D1, . . . ,Ds are
defined inductively by setting D1 = B1, and, once Dk is constructed, constructing
Dk+1 from Dk and Bk+1 by identifying one vertex of Dk with one similarly marked
vertex of Bk+1. ThenDs constructed this way is called block- or an-tree (or more
specifically, an -tree constructed from B1, . . . , Bs). We will tend to use the term
-tree, except in the case of “block-clique”, which is widespread in the literature.
Theorem 5.1. Let  be a set of mar/di/graphs. A mar/di/graph D is an -tree if
and only if D is connected and every block of D is in .
Proof. Let D = Ds be an -tree constructed from blocks B1, . . . , Bs and let B be
a block of D. Let k be the least integer such that B ⊆ Dk . Then B must equal Bk ,
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because otherwise deleting the common vertex of Bk and Dk−1 would disconnect
B, contradicting the fact that B is nonseparable. So B ⊆ Bk and by maximality,
B = Bk ∈ .
The converse is proved by induction on the number of blocks of D. If D has
only one block, then D is in  and is thus an -tree. Assume the result for any
mar/di/graph having fewer than k blocks. Let D be a mar/di/graph with k > 1 blocks
such that each block of D is in . Since D has more than one block, D has a cut
vertex and thus must have an end block. Let B be an end-block of D. Deletion of the
one cut-vertex z of B disconnectsD, and one of the components is a submar/di/graph
of B. Let U be the set of vertices of D that are not in B, together with the cut-vertex
z. Then 〈U〉 is connected and every block of 〈U〉 is a block of D, hence in . Since
〈U〉 has one fewer block than D, by the induction hypothesis 〈U〉 is an -tree, and
D is the result of taking the disjoint union of 〈U〉 and B (changing the name of z in
B to z′) and identifying z and z′. 
In order to use the ideas in Theorem 5.1 for -completion, we need to be able
to deduce that if two mar/di/graphs D1 and D2 have -completion, then so does the
result of taking their disjoint union and identifying one vertex of D1 with one vertex
of D2.
The simplest case is that in which both D1 and D2 are complete mar/di/graphs
(i.e., cliques). We begin with this case, and assume that V (D1) = {1, . . . , k} and
V (D2) = {n+ 1, k + 1, . . . , n}, and D = (D1 ∪D2) : k = n+ 1. Such an example
(for mardigraphs) is shown in Fig. 5.
If we can complete any partial matrix specifying D to a -matrix, then we can
complete any-tree where is the set of complete mardigraphs (actually, graphs can
be used here instead of mardigraphs). For  the set of complete graphs, -trees are
called clique-trees or block-clique graphs [16]. We will use the term block-clique to
refer both to an-tree with the set of complete graphs or to an-tree with the set
of complete mardigraphs. (Clearly a pattern Q has a block-clique mardigraph if and
only if Q is positionally symmetric, includes all diagonal positions, and has a block-
clique graph.) The term 1-chordal is used [4,17] because the process of forming the
disjoint union of cliques and identifying one vertex is presented as a special case of
a method for constructing any chordal graph by forming a disjoint union and identi-
fying a subclique of each graph (called a clique sum). This corresponds to a partial
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. (a) D1, (b) D2, (c) D = (D1 ∪D2) : 3 = 7.
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matrix with two fully specified blocks that are on the diagonal but overlap (possibly
by more than one entry). Here we discuss only the case of one entry overlap. There
has been substantial work done on block-clique graphs:
Theorem 5.2 [4,5,16,17]. For disjoint complete graphs G1 and G2, let G be the
graph constructed by taking the union of G1 and G2 and identifying a vertex of G1
with a vertex of G2. Then G has -completion for  any of the classes listed in
Table 1 except positive P0,1-, M0-, M-, symmetric M0- or symmetric M-matrices.
(Note that patterns associated with graphs are positionally symmetric and include
all diagonal positions.)
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that V (G1) = {1, . . . , k}, V (G2)
= {n+ 1, k + 1, . . . , n} and G = (G1 ∪G2) : k = n+ 1. Let A be a partial matrix
specifying G. Such a partial -matrix has the form
A =


a1 1 · · · a1 k−1 a1 k ? · · · ?
...
...
...
...
...
ak−1 1 · · · ak−1 k−1 ak−1 k ? · · · ?
ak 1 · · · ak k−1 ak k ak k+1 · · · ak n
? · · · ? ak+1 k ak+1 k+1 · · · ak+1 n
...
...
...
...
...
? · · · ? a1 k a1 k+1 · · · a1 n


which can be partitioned as
A =

A11 A12 XA21 A22 A23
Y A32 A33

.
The two principal submatrices specifying G1 and G2 are
M1 =
[
A11 A12
A21 A22
]
and M2 =
[
A22 A23
A32 A33
]
.
Note that A22 = [akk].
It is shown in [16] that if
A =

A11 A12 XA21 A22 A23
Y A32 A33


is a partial inverse M-matrix, then A can be completed to an inverse M-matrix by
setting X = A12A−122 A23 and Y = A32A−122 A21. This gives a matrix whose inverse
has 0 in the entries that were unspecified in A (this is called the zeros-in-the-inverse
completion in [4]). As the details are lengthy, the reader is referred to [16] for the
proof that this completion is an inverse M-matrix. The same result is established in
[17] for symmetric inverse M-matrices.
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If
C =
[
C11 C12
C21 C22
]
and B =
[
B22 B23
B32 B33
]
are partitioned matrices with C22 and B22 both 1 × 1, then
C11 C12 0C21 C22 + B22 B23
0 B32 B33


is called the 1-subdirect sum of C andB, and is denotedC ⊕1 B [3]. The 1-subdirect
sum satisfies the determinant equality det(C ⊕1 B) = det C11 det B + det C det B33
[3]. The zero completion of A, obtained by setting X = 0 and Y = 0, is used when
akk = 0 [4]. If A is a partial -matrix with akk = 0, then the zero completion com-
pletes A to a -matrix for  any of the classes P0-, wss P0-, ss P0-, nonnegative
P0-matrices. This is because any principal minor is nonnegative (from the determi-
nant equality when the kth row is present and because the principal submatrix is
block diagonal when the kth row is absent).
The asymmetric completion ofA, obtained by settingX = A12A−122 A23 and Y = 0
(provided A22 = [akk] is nonzero), was introduced in [4]. It is shown there that this
completes a partial -matrix A to a -matrix for  any of the classes  in this
theorem except inverse M-, symmetric inverse M-, positive (semi)definite and those
P0-matrices with akk = 0. There is a minor gap in the proof for the classes ss P0- and
ss P0,1-matrices.
Here we will examine why this completion works, and deal with these lat-
ter two classes. Let Aˆ be the asymmetric completion of A. Then det Aˆ =
det M1 det M2/det A22 [4]. That the principal minors of Aˆ are positive or nonneg-
ative follows from this equation when A22 is included, and from the fact that the
principal submatrix is block triangular if A22 is excluded. Since A22 is 1 × 1, it is
included or excluded entirely. Thus, the asymmetric completion will work for all the
classes where entries can be 0 (more work needs to be done for Fischer and Kotel-
janskii matrices; see [4]). For ss or positive P-matrices it is clear that we can perturb
the zero elements slightly and still have a P-matrix because determinants are positive.
For ss P0,1- or P0-matrices (with akk > 0) we show here that perturbation still works.
Whenever determinants are positive, again a slight perturbation will work. When a
determinant is 0, a perturbation can still be used because the determinant will remain
0. To see this, suppose det M1 = 0. Then there is a nonsingular k × k matrix B such
that BM1 has a row of zeros, and thus
B
[
A12
A22
]
has a row of zeros. Therefore,
B
[
A12A
−1
22 A23
A23
]
= B
[
A12
A22
]
A−122 A23
has a row of zeros. Thus,
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(B ⊕ In−k)

A11 A12 A12A−122 A23A21 A22 A23
Y A32 A33


has a row of zeros, and thus
det

A11 A12 A12A−122 A23A21 A22 A23
Y A32 A33

 = 0
regardless of Y .
All listed classes have now been covered except the classes of positive (semi)
definite matrices; for these classes see [5,18]. 
Corollary 5.3. Every block-clique graph has-completion for  any of the classes
in Theorem 5.2.
Just as in Lemma 3.2, these completions work when M1 and M2 are partial matri-
ces that have -completion, rather than fully specified matrices, by first completing
M1 and M2 to -matrices. However, when the overlap diagonal entry is unspecified
we need the class  to have the property that if a positive real number is added
to a diagonal entry of a -matrix, it remains a -matrix. This is known or easily
established for all the classes in Theorem 5.2 except Koteljanskii (see the following
lemma). For the remainder of this section, we will restrict our consideration to these
classes of matrices  (i.e., all classes listed in Table 1 except Koteljanskii and those
listed as exceptions in Theorem 5.2).
Lemma 5.4. If a positive real number is added to a diagonal entry of a -matrix, it
remains a -matrix.
Proof. For the classes of inverse M-matrices or symmetric inverse M-matrices see
[13,17]. For the classes of positive (semi)definite matrices see [11].
Let  be any of the other listed classes. Let A be a -matrix (so A is necessar-
ily a P0-matrix). Without loss of generality we may assume a positive number is
added to the 1, 1-entry, so let A′ be obtained from A by adding a > 0 to a11. Then
det A′ = det A+ det A′′, where the first row of A′′ is (a,0,. . . ,0) and the remaining
rows are the same as the corresponding rows of A, because the determinant is a mul-
tilinear function of the rows. det A′′ = a det A[{2, . . . , n}]  0, so det A′  det A.
The same argument can be applied to principal minors, so for  any of the classes
except Fischer the result is established.
Now consider the case in which A is a Fischer matrix. For any disjoint subsets
α and β of {1, . . . , n}, det A[α ∪ β]  det A[α] det A[β]. If 1 /∈ α ∪ β, then clearly
det A′[α ∪ β]  det A′[α] det A′[β]. If 1 ∈ α ∪ β, we may assume without loss of
generality that 1 ∈ α. Let γ = α − {1}, so α ∪ β − {1} = γ ∪ β. Then det A′[β] =
det A[β], det A′[α] = det A[α] + a det A[γ ] and det A′[α ∪ β] = det A[α ∪ β] +
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adet A[γ ∪ β]. Since A is a Fischer matrix, det A[γ ∪ β]  det A[γ ] det A[β], so
det A′[α ∪ β]  det A′[α] det A′[β], and A′ is a Fischer matrix. 
Theorem 5.5. For disjoint mar/di/graphs D1 and D2, let D be the mar/di/graph
constructed by taking the union of D1 and D2 and identifying a vertex of D1 with a
(similarly marked) vertex of D2. If D1 and D2 both have -completion, then D has
-completion.
Proof. Let A be a partial matrix specifying D. Let Mi be the principal submatrix
specifying Di (note that Di is an induced submardigraph of D). Complete Mi to a
-matrix Ci (possible because Di has  -completion). In the case that the common
vertex of D1 and D2 was unspecified, this may result in two different values being
assigned to this entry. Choose the larger, which results in both Ci being -matrices,
by Lemma 5.4. Then apply Theorem 5.2 to complete A to a -matrix. 
Corollary 5.6. A mardigraph D has -completion if and only if each block of D
has -completion. If each mardigraph in  has -completion, then so does every
-tree.
The properties in Corollary 5.6 are not true for (symmetric) M- and (symmetric)
M0-matrices, as we shall see in Section 7.
Our goal is to determine which mardigraphs have -completion. We have now
reduced the problem to the study of nonseparable mardigraphs. However, this is
not terribly useful, because too many mardigraphs are nonseparable, such as the
mardigraph in Fig. 6.
By Lemma 3.3, for many classes  we can reduce the problem to determining
which strongly connected mardigraphs have -completion. Our goal is to find a col-
lection  of relatively simple strongly connected mardigraphs that have -comple-
tion, and describe all strongly connected mardigraphs with -completion as -trees
of these.
Lemma 5.7. A block B of a strongly connected mar/digraphD is strongly connected.
Proof. Let u and v be distinct vertices of B. Since D is strongly connected, there is
a path  from u to v in D. If  involves a vertex not in B, then  contains a vertex
z of B that is a cut-vertex of D. Deletion of z disconnects D, and both u and v are
Fig. 6. A nonseparable mardigraph.
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in the same component of D − z (since B is nonseparable). So z must appear more
than once in , contradicting the fact that  is a path from u to v. Thus  must lie
entirely in B and B is strongly connected. 
Theorem 5.8. Let  be one of the classes P0-, P0,1-, P-, wss P0-, wss P0,1-, wss
P-, Fischer, ss P-, nonnegative P0-, nonnegative P0,1-, nonnegative P-, positive P-
matrices. A mardigraph has-completion if and only if every nonseparable strongly
connected induced submardigraph has -completion.
Proof. If a mardigraph has-completion, then by Lemma 3.1 so does every induced
submardigraph. For the converse, supposeD is a mar/di/graph with the property that
every nonseparable strongly connected induced submardigraph has -completion.
Let H be a strongly connected induced submardigraph. By Lemma 5.7, every block
of H is strongly connected, and thus has -completion. So by Corollary 5.6, H has
-completion. So by Lemma 3.3, D has -completion. 
Thus, if  is any of the classes listed in Theorem 5.8, we have reduced the prob-
lem of determining which mardigraphs have -completion to that of determining
which strongly connected nonseparable mardigraphs have -completion.
For  one of the classes of P-, wss P-, ss P-, nonnegative P-, positive P-ma-
trices, by Theorem 4.6 we can further restrict our attention to strongly connected
nonseparable mardigraphs with all vertices specified.
6. Inverse M-matrix completions
We can apply the results of Section 5 to inverse M-matrices. In [16] it was shown
that a graph (of a positionally symmetric pattern that includes the diagonal) has in-
verse M-completion if and only if it is block-clique. In [6], it was shown that a
pattern that includes all diagonal positions has inverse M-completion if and only
if the induced subdigraph of any cycle is a clique and the induced subdigraph of
any alternate path to a single arc is a clique. An alternate path to a single arc is a
path ( v1, v2), (v2, i3), . . . , (vk−1, vk), where the digraph also contains (v1, vk). A
mar/digraph is path-clique if the induced submardigraph of any alternate path to a
single arc is complete (note that for mardigraphs this requires all vertices specified).
In [8], it was shown that when a pattern need not include the diagonal, the mardigraph
being path-clique is still necessary for inverse M-completion. From the path-clique
requirement, it is immediate that a block triangular pattern with complete diagonal
blocks need not have inverse M-completion.
For a mardigraph, being path-clique together with the property that every strongly
connected induced submardigraph has inverse M-completion is sufficient, reducing
the problem of classifying mardigraphs having inverse M-completion to that of de-
termining which path-clique strongly connected mardigraphs have inverse M-com-
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pletion [8]. Corollary 5.6 and Lemma 5.7 have reduced the problem of determin-
ing which path-clique strongly connected mardigraphs have inverse M-completion
to that of determining which path-clique, strongly connected, nonseparable mardi-
graphs have inverse M-completion. The next (graph theoretic) result tells us a path-
clique, strongly connected, nonseparable mardigraph must be homogeneous.
Theorem 6.1. If digraph D is strongly connected, nonseparable, and nonhomoge-
neous, then D is not path-clique.
Proof. The steps of the proof are illustrated in Fig. 7.
There are vertices a, b, c with (a, b), (b, a), (b, c) ∈ E(D) and (c, b) /∈ E(D)
(because D is nonhomogeneous and strongly connected). Call such a triple (a, b, c)
a junction (Fig. 7(a)). Since G is nonseparable, b is not a cut-vertex, so there is a
semipath from c to a that does not include b (Fig. 7(b)). Such a semipath is called a
bypass for junction (a, b, c). Label the vertices of a bypass v1 = c, v2, . . . , vt as long
as the orientation of the arc is (vi , vi+1). Label the next vertex w1, i.e., arc (w1, vt ) is
in the semipath and arc (vt , w1) is not (unless a = vt ). Label the remaining vertices
w2, . . . , ws = a. Thus, the bypass is labeled,
c = v1 → v2 → · · · → vt ← w1 ↑ w2 ↑ · · · ↑ ws = a (Fig. 7(c)).
Let V = {v1, . . . , vt } and W = {w1, . . . , ws}. Define the disorientation of this by-
pass to be s (if a = vt , then the disorientation is 0). Among all junctions and bypass-
es, choose the junction (a, b, c) and bypass
c = v1 → v2 → · · · → vt ← w1 ↑ w2 ↑ · · · ↑ ws = a
of minimal disorientation. There are three cases, disorientation = 0, disorientation =
1, and disorientation = s > 1.
Case 1: disorientation = 0 (Fig. 7(d)): b→ c = v1 → v2 → · · · → vt = a is an
alternate path to (b, a) and the induced subdigraph is not complete because (c, b) /∈
E(D), so D is not path-clique.
Case 2: disorientation = 1 (Fig. 7(e)): w1 = a → b→ c = v1 → v2 → · · · →
vt is an alternate path to (w1, vt ) and the induced subdigraph is not complete, so D
is not path-clique.
Case 3: disorientation = s > 1(Fig. 7(c)): D is strongly connected so there is a
path vt → z1 → · · · → zr → w1 (Fig. 7(f)).
Suppose the cycle  = vt → z1 → · · · → zr → w1 → vt is simple. Because
there is a walk b→ c = v1 → v2 → · · · → vt → z1 → · · · → zr → w1 from b to
w1, there is a path b → u1 → u2 → · · · → uq = w1 from b to w1, where each ui is
a vj or zj (Fig. 7(g)). Because  is simple, (u1, b) /∈ E(D), so (a, b, u1) is a junction
(regardless of whether u1 = c or not).
Let k be the least index such that uk ∈ W . Define m by uk = wm. Then b→
u1 → · · · → uk = wm ↑ · · · ↑ ws = a (Fig. 7(h)) is a bypass of junction (a, b, u1)
of disorientation s −m  s − 1 < s, contradicting the original choice of bypass.
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Fig. 7.
Therefore,  is not simple. In a path-clique digraph any cycle is either simple
or the subdigraph it induces is complete [8]. The induced subdigraph of  is not
complete because (vt , w1) /∈ E(D), so D is not path-clique. 
Corollary 6.2. A mardigraph has inverse M-completion if and only if it is path-
clique and every strongly connected nonseparable induced submardigraph has
inverse M-completion. A strongly connected, nonseparable mardigraph that has
inverse M-completion must be homogeneous.
In [8], it was also established that for  the set of all complete mardigraphs, all
cycles with at least one unspecified vertex, and the cyclic double triangles in which
every cycle contains at least one unspecified vertex (shown in Fig. 8) every -tree
has inverse M-completion.
7. M0-matrices
It is well known that a partial M-matrix (with all diagonal entries specified) can
be completed to an M-matrix completion only if the zero completion of A is an M-
matrix [16] (the zero completion A0 of A is a the result of setting all unspecified
entries to 0).
Fig. 8. Cyclic double trianlges having inverse M-completion.
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If A is an M0-matrix, then for any ε > 0, A+ ε I is an M-matrix. If A is a partial
M0-matrix (with all diagonal entries specified) that can be completed to an M0-ma-
trix C, then C + εI is an M-matrix, so the zero completion of A+ εI must be an
M-matrix, and hence the zero completion of A is the limit of M-matrices and hence
an M0-matrix.
Recall that in Section 4 we showed that if position (j, j) is omitted but (i, j),
(j, i) and (i, i) are included in a pattern, then the pattern does not have M0-comple-
tion. In particular, a positionally symmetric pattern whose mardigraph is connected
has M0-completion only if the pattern includes all diagonal positions or omits all
diagonal positions. Note that in contrast, a pattern has M-completion if and only if
its principal subpattern defined by the diagonal positions has M-completion.
In Section 3, we showed a pattern has M0-completion if it is permutation similar
to a block triangular pattern in which every irreducible diagonal block has M0-com-
pletion. Thus, to complete the classification, we need only to examine irreducible
patterns, or equivalently, strongly connected mardigraphs.
Recall that a pattern that includes the diagonal has M-completion if and only if it
is block triangular with each diagonal block complete, i.e., each strongly connected
induced subdigraph is complete [7]. For M0-patterns we will see that again we need
block triangular, but each diagonal block can be complete or omit all diagonal posi-
tions, i.e., each strongly connected induced submardigraph is complete or all vertices
are unspecified.
The result for patterns of M-matrices that include the diagonal is obtained from
the following steps [7]:
(1) The induced subdigraph of any cycle of a digraph having M-completion is a
clique.
(2) If a digraph D having M-completion contains the subdigraph ,
then it contains (i.e., 〈{i, j, k}〉 is a clique).
(3) If a strongly connected digraph has properties (1) and (2), then it is a clique.
We begin by examining cycles in mardigraphs. Recall that a cycle in a digraph or
mardigraph must respect the orientation of the arcs.
Theorem 7.1. Let D be a mardigraph that contains a cycle  with the properties:
(a)  has at least one specified vertex and
(b) the induced submardigraph of  is not a clique.
Then D does not have M0-completion.
Proof. If D omits the reverse of some arc in the cycle, then by choosing an ap-
propriate relabeling of the vertices of D we may assume that  is 1, 2, . . . , k, 1,
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and arc (1, k) is omitted. If D contains the reverse of every arc in the cycle, by
choosing an appropriate relabeling of the vertices of D we may assume that  is
1, 2, . . . , k, 1, and one of the arcs (1, s) with 2 < s < k is omitted. So in either case,
 is 1, 2, . . . , k, 1, and one of the arcs (1, s) with 2 < s  k is omitted, and at least
one vertex t is specified.
Define a partial matrixA that specifies 〈{1, . . . , k}〉 by setting the k, 1 and i, i + 1-
entries for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 equal to −1 and setting all other specified entries equal
to 0 (including any specified diagonal entries). We claim A is a partial M0-matrix:
SupposeA[α] is a fully specified principal submatrix of A. Then 1 and s cannot both
be in α since the 1, s-entry is unspecified. If 1 is not in α, thenA[α] is triangular with
0’s on the diagonal and thus A[α] is an M0-matrix. If s is not in α, then the s − 1
row of A[α] consists entirely of 0’s and thus A[α] is an M0-matrix. So A is a partial
M0-matrix.
But A cannot be completed to an M0-matrix, because the (t, t)-entry is 0 and for
any choice of diagonal entries d1, . . . , dt−1, dt+1, . . . , dk the zero completion is
A0 =


d1 −1 0 . . 0
0 d2 −1 . . 0
. . . . . .
. . . 0 −1 .
. . . . . .
−1 0 0 . . dn


.
Expansion by cofactors on the first column shows det A0 = −1. 
Lemma 7.2. If a mardigraph D has M0-completion and contains the submardi-
graph , then 〈{i, j, k}〉 is a clique or i, j, and k are all unspecified.
Proof. Suppose the mardigraph D contains the given submardigraph, 〈{i, j, k}〉 is
not a clique and at least one of i, j, k is specified. Then if any of the vertices is un-
specified,D does not have M0-completion by Lemma 4.2. If all vertices are specified,
then the partial matrix
A =

 1 −0.9 #−0.9 1 −0.9
# −0.9 1

,
where # is either unspecified or 0, is a partial M-matrix that specifies 〈{i, j, k}〉 (be-
cause at least one # is unspecified). Then the zero completion of A has determinant
−0.62, so 〈{i, j, k}〉 and hence D do not have M0-completion. 
The third step is a graph theoretic result that does not refer to any class of matrices,
though in [7] the proof is contained in a theorem about M-matrices, and assumes all
vertices are specified.
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Theorem 7.3. Let D be a strongly connected mardigraph with the properties:
(1) The induced submardigraph of any cycle of D is a clique or all vertices are
unspecified.
(2) If D contains the submardigraph , then 〈{i, j, k}〉 is a clique or i,
j, and k are all unspecified.
Then D is a clique or all vertices are unspecified.
Proof. Suppose D has properties (1) and (2) and contains a specified vertex v. We
show by induction on the order of D that D must contain a Hamilton cycle. Then
since D is the induced submardigraph of its Hamilton cycle, D is a clique by (1).
If the order of D is 1, then D is a clique (because the vertex is specified). So
suppose order D  2. Then D must contain a closed walk, because D includes two
distinct vertices v and u, and there is a path from v to u and a path from u to v.
Putting these together produces a closed walk including vertex v.
Since D contains a closed walk that includes the specified vertex v, D must con-
tain a cycle that includes v: begin the closed walk at v and continue until you return
to vertex v or a vertex is repeated. If a vertex is repeated, edit out the vertices between
the repetition. This process produces a cycle containing vertex v in a finite number
of steps.
Since D is finite, D must contain a cycle  of maximal length k among cycles
containing vertex v. Note that since specified vertex v is in , by property (1)  is a
clique and thus all vertices of  are specified. We claim  contains all the vertices of
D. If not, there is a vertex in D that is not in . Since D is strongly connected, there
is a path from v to this vertex and hence there is a vertex w not in  and a vertex
z in  such that D includes arc(z,w). Since D is strongly connected there is also a
path in D from w to some vertex in  such that the path does not include any other
vertices in . Relabeling if necessary, z is 1, the original cycle  is 1, 2, . . . , k, 1,
the vertex w not in  is k + 1, which is adjacent to 1, and the path from k + 1 to 
is (k + 1, k + 2), . . . , (s − 1, s), (s,m) (where m is in  and m may be equal to or
different from 1). These two situations are illustrated in Fig. 9.
In these figures both arcs are present, because a cycle that contains a specified
vertex is a clique, hence symmetric with all vertices specified, and vertex 1 is spec-
ified. Note that the subdigraph shown is not an induced subdigraph (the induced
subdigraph of a cycle with specified vertex is a clique).
In either case, 1, 2, . . . , k, s, s − 1, . . . , k + 2, k + 1, 1 (which includes all ver-
tices shown) will be a cycle if (k, s) and (s, k) are in G. In the case m = 1 (Fig.
9(a)), D contains arcs (k, 1), (1, k), (1, s) and (s, 1). By property (2), the digraph
must also contain (k, s) and (s, k), since all vertices are specified. This is illustrated
in Fig. 10(a). In the case m /= 1 (Fig. 9(b)), 1, k + 1, . . . , s,m,m + 1, . . . , k, 1 is a
cycle, and the subdigraph of any cycle with specified vertex is a clique, so G must
contain the arcs (k, s) and (s, k). This is illustrated in Fig. 10(b).
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Fig. 9.
Fig. 10.
The length of the cycle 1, 2, . . . , k, s, s − 1, . . . , k + 2, k + 1, 1 is at least k + 1
and hence greater than the length of , contradicting the maximality of . Thus, a
cycle of maximal length must include all vertices of D, so D is a clique. 
Theorem 7.4. Let Q be a pattern and let D be its pattern-mardigraph. The follow-
ing are equivalent:
(1) The pattern Q has M0-completion.
(2) The pattern Q is permutation similar to a block triangular pattern in which each
diagonal block is a clique or omits all diagonal positions.
(3) Any strongly connected induced submardigraph ofD is a clique or all its vertices
are unspecified.
Proof. Statement (3) is the mardigraph equivalent of statement (2). Implication
(2)⇒ (1) follows from Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 4.7. The implication (1)⇒ (3)
follows from Lemma 7.2 and Theorems 7.1 and 7.3. 
8. P0,1-matrices, nonnegative P0,1-matrices and nonnegative P-matrices.
In [15], it was shown that any positionally symmetric pattern has P-completion,
and any pattern for 3 × 3 matrices has P-completion. In [4], it was shown that any
pattern for 3 × 3 matrices that omits an off-diagonal position has positive P-comple-
tion, and this was used to show that any symmetric n-cycle has positive P-comple-
tion. These arguments can be modified to establish the same results for the classes
 of nonnegative P-matrices, nonnegative P0,1-matrices and P0,1-matrices. In the
discussion of positive P-matrices in [4], nonzero elements on the diagonal and super-
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diagonal may be assumed to be 1, without loss of generality, because all elements
are nonzero. Applying the same techniques to the classes , all diagonal entries
are nonzero, but the case of zero entries on the super-diagonal must be dealt with
separately.
Lemma 8.1. Let  be one of the classes P0,1-, nonnegative P0,1-, nonnegative P-
matrices. Then any pattern for 3 × 3 matrices that omits at least one off-diagonal
position has -completion.
Proof. Setting any unspecified diagonal entries to 1 and following the proof of Lem-
ma 3.1 in [4], we may assume
A =

1 s yp 1 t
q r 1


and det A = 1 + qst + pry − ps − rt − qy. Then if s = 0 or t = 0 or qst  1,
choose y = 0. If s /= 0 and t /= 0 and qst < 1, choose y = st . 
Combining Theorem 4.6 [4, 3.1] and Lemma 8.1 yields:
Corollary 8.2. Any pattern for 3 × 3 matrices has nonnegative and positive P-com-
pletion.
Note that the statement of Corollary 8.2 for (nonnegative) P0,1-matrices is false,
by Example 4.3.
Lemma 8.3. Let  be one of the classes P0,1-, nonnegative P0,1-, nonnegative P-
matrices. Then a positionally symmetric pattern Q that includes the diagonal and
whose graph is a 4-cycle has-completion. (The digraph of such a Q is a symmetric
4-cycle.)
Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [4], we may assume that the graph ofQ
is the 4-cycle 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, and either a12 = a21 = a23 = a32 = a34 = a43 = a14 =
a41 = 0 or a12 /= 0 (by use of a permutation similarity). In the former case, setting
all unspecified entries to 0 produces a positive diagonal matrix, which is certainly a
-matrix. In the latter case, we may assume a partial matrix A specifying Q has the
form
A =


1 1 x13 a14
a21 1 a23 x24
x31 a32 1 a34
a41 x42 a43 1

.
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The argument then follows that of Fallat et al. [4, 3.2]: Set x31 = a32 and x42 =
a41 and choose x13 and x24 by applying Lemma 8.1 to complete A[{2, 3, 4}] and
A[{1, 3, 4}] to partial -matrices. 
Theorem 8.4. Let  be one of the classes P0,1-, nonnegative P0,1-, nonnegative P-
matrices. A positionally symmetric pattern that includes the diagonal whose graph
is an n-cycle has -completion.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, with Lemma 8.3 the result for n = 4. Assume
that an (n− 1)-cycle has -completion.
As in Lemma 8.3, we need to consider only the case in which the graph of Q is
the n-cycle 1, 2, . . . , n, 1,
A =


1 a12 x13 . . . a1n
a21 1 a23 . . . x2n
x31 a32 1 . . . x3n
. . . . . . ·
an1 xn2 xn3 . . . 1


and a12 /= 0. The proof then follows that of Lemma 3.5 of [4]. 
Corollary 8.5. An n-cycle with all vertices specified has -completion, for  any
of the classes P0,1-, P-, nonnegative P0,1-, nonnegative P-, positive P-matrices.
Proof. For n  4, any partial matrix specifying an n-cycle may be extended to a
partial matrix specifying a symmetric n-cycle by any specification (e.g., 0) that pro-
duces acceptable 2 × 2 principal submatrices. A 2-cycle is a clique (because we
are assuming the pattern contains the diagonal). A 3-cycle has -completion since
every pattern for 3 × 3 matrices that omits at least 1 off-diagonal position has -
completion. 
Let  be the set of complete graphs and graph cycles (i.e., symmetric cycles
with all vertices specified). It follows from results of [4,15] (see also Corollary
5.3) and Theorem 8.4 that any -tree has -completion for  any of the classes
P0,1-, P-, nonnegative P0,1-, nonnegative P-, positive P-matrices. Such graphs could
be called clique/cycle-trees or block-clique/cycle. They are called block-graphs in
the literature [4,17].
9. P0-matrices, (weakly) sign symmetric P0-matrices, (weakly) sign symmetric
P0,1-matrices and (weakly) sign symmetric P-matrices
As might be expected from the case of M-matrices, (weakly) sign symmetric
classes behave very differently from nonnegative classes. They do not have com-
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pletion for all patterns of 3 × 3 matrices or (symmetric) n-cycles with specified
vertices.
Example 9.1. The pattern Q = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 3)}, whose
mardigraph is a 3-cycle with all vertices specified, does not have -completion for
 any of the classes wss P0-, wss P0,1-, wss P-, ss P0-, ss P0,1 -, ss P-matrices. It is
not possible to choose x, y, z such that
A =

 1 1 zx 1 1
−2 y 1


is a -matrix because det A = −1+ xyz+ 2z− x − y, and by sign symmetry,
x, y  0 and z  0.
This example also shows that there are patterns for 3 × 3 matrices omitting one
or two off-diagonal positions that fail to have -completion, because if x = 0.5 (and
y = 0.5) the partial -matrix still will not have -completion.
Example 3.4 in [4] exhibits a partial -matrix A specifying a graph n-cycle (n 
4) that cannot be completed to a -matrix for  any of wss P0-, wss P0,1-, ss P0,
ss P0,1-matrices. (Remember a graph can be used for a symmetric mardigraph with
all vertices specified.) Fallat et al. [4, 3.3] give an example showing that a graph 4-
cycle does not have-completion for any of the classes ss P-, wss P-, Fischer and
Koteljanskii matrices.
Furthermore, Fallat et al. [4] provide examples showing that the double triangle
graph (see Fig. 11(a)) does not have -completion for these and many other classes
, and Johnson and Smith [16] note that any graph that does not contain a double
triangle or n-cycle (n  4) as an induced subdigraph is block-clique. Hence, the
graphs that have -completion for any of these four classes (wss P0-, wss P0,1-,
ss P0, ss P0,1-matrices) are exactly the block-clique graphs [4, Theorem 4.1].
In [4], examples are given showing that the double triangle does not have -com-
pletion for  any of the classes of wss P0-, wss P0,1-, wss P-, Fischer, Koteljanskii,
ss P0-, ss P0,1-, ss P-, nonnegative P0-, nonnegative P0,1-, nonnegative P-, positive
P0,1-, or positive P-matrices. In [16] (respectively, [17]) examples are given show-
ing that the double triangle does not have inverse M-completion (symmetric inverse
M-completion).
From the result in [5] that any chordal graph has positive definite completion
(and the observation in [18] that these results extend to positive semidefinite com-
Fig. 11. (a) Double trianlge graph; (b) symmetric double triangle mardigraph.
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pletion for patterns that include the diagonal), we can conclude the double triangle
has positive (semi)definite completion. From the result in [15] that any graph has
P-completion we can conclude the double triangle has P-completion, and it is also
shown there that the double triangle does not have P0-completion.
The double triangle graph does not have M- or M0-completion ([7] and Section 7).
In fact, the following example shows that the double triangle does not have symmet-
ric M- or M0-completion.
Example 9.2. The partial symmetric M-matrix
A =


1 −0.9 x 0
−0.9 1 −0.09 0
y −0.9 1 0
0 0 0 1


specifies the double triangle but cannot be completed to an M0-matrix because the
zero completion of A has determinant −0.62.
Graphs are used in [4] because all patterns are assumed to contain the diagonal
and be positionally symmetric. To avoid confusion, in Table 3, graphs are described
in mardigraph terminology (otherwise “n-cycle” would mean two different things).
The mardigraph version of the double triangle graph is a symmetric double triangle
with all vertices specified (shown in Fig. 11(b)).
For the class of ss P0-matrices, a trivial example completes the classification of
mardigraphs:
Example 9.3. The pattern Q = {(1, 1), (2, 1)}, which is triangular, does not have
ss P0-completion, because
A =
[
0 x
1 z
]
is a partial ss P0-matrix specifying Q that cannot be completed to an ss P0-matrix.
Note that including the (2, 2) position in the pattern does not change the situation.
This example leads to the following necessary condition for ss P0-completion.
Lemma 9.4. If the pattern Q has ss P0-completion and Q includes position (j, i)
and omits position (i, j), then Q omits both of the positions (i, i) and (j, j). Equiv-
alently, if a mardigraph D contains any of as an
induced submardigraph, then D does not have ss P0-completion.
Theorem 9.5. A connected mardigraph has ss P0-completion if and only if it is
block-clique or all vertices are unspecified.
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Proof. Let D be a connected mardigraph with at least one specified vertex that has
ss P0-completion. Working outward from the specified vertex, by Lemmas 9.4 and
4.2, D is symmetric with all vertices specified. Thus, the associated pattern QD is
positionally symmetric and QD includes all diagonal positions. Then by the result
of Fallat et al. [4, Theorem 4.1] cited previously, the graph of QD is block-clique,
i.e., every block is complete. Thus, D is a block-clique mardigraph (every block is
complete).
Conversely, if D is a block-clique mardigraph, then D has ss P0-completion [4,
Theorem 4.1], and if D has all vertices unspecified, then D has ss P0-completion by
Theorem 4.7. 
The class of P0-matrices seems to behave more like the (weakly) sign symmetric
classes than like the class of P-matrices.
Example 9.6. The pattern Q = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)(2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 2),
(3, 3)} does not have P0-completion. It is not possible to choose x such that the
partial P0-matrix
A =

 0 −1 x0 0 −1
−1 0 0


is a P0-matrix because det A = −1.
Example 9.7. The pattern Q = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2),
(3, 3), (3, 4), (4, 1), (4, 3)(4, 4)}, whose mardigraph is a symmetric 4-cycle with
specified vertices, does not have -completion for  any of the classes P0-, non-
negative P0-, wss P0- matrices. The partial matrix
B =


0 1 x 0
0 0 1 y
z 0 0 1
1 w 0 0


is a partial P0-matrix specifying Q. But values cannot be assigned to x, y, z,w so
as to complete B to a P0-matrix, because det B[1, 2, 3] = z, det B[1, 3, 4] = x, and
det B[1, 3] = −xz, forcing xz = 0, but det B = −1 + xzyw.
Example 9.8. The pattern Q = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 3), (3, 4), (4, 1),
(4, 4)}, whose mardigraph is a 4-cycle with specified vertices, does not have -
completion for  either of the classes nonnegative P0- or wss P0- matrices. The
partial matrix
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Table 2
Results organized by pattern and strategy, including patterns omitting diagonal positions
Class Reduces to principal
subpattern determined
by diagonal positions
(§4)
Reduces to irreducible
principal subpatterns
(strongly connected
mardigraphs)(§3)
Reduces to nonseparable
mardigraphs (§5, §7)
P0-matrices No Yes Yes
P0,1-matrices No Yes Yes
P-matrices Yes Yes Yes
Weakly sign symmetric P0-matrices No Yes Yes
Weakly sign symmetric P0,1-matrices No Yes Yes
M0-matrices No Yes No
Weakly sign symmetric P-matrices Yes Yes Yes
M-matrices Yes Yes No
Fischer matrices No Yes Yes
Koteljanskii matrices No Yes Yes for mardigraphs with
all vertices specified
Sign symmetric P0-matrices No No Yes
Sign symmetric P0,1-matrices No No Yes
Sign symmetric P-matrices Yes Yes Yes
Nonnegative P0-matrices No Yes Yes
Nonnegative P0,1-matrices No Yes Yes
Nonnegative P-matrices Yes Yes Yes
Inverse M-matrices No No Yes
Positive P0,1-matrices No
Positive P-matrices Yes Yes Yes
Positive semidefinite No NA Yes∗
Positive definite Yes∗ NA Yes∗
Symmetric M0-matrices No NA No
Symmetric M-matrices Yes∗ NA No
Symmetric inverse M-matrices No NA Yes∗
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Table 3
Results organized by mardigraph
Class
(§4)
All mardigraphs
of order 2
(§4)
All digraphs
of order 3
(all vertices
specified)
(§4, §6–9)
Any mardigraph
with all
vertices
unspecified
(§4)
Symmetric
double
triangle with
all vertices
specified (§9)
Symmetric
n-cycle
with all
vertices
specified
(§6–9)
n-cycle with
all vertices
specified
(§6–9)
P0-matrices No No No Yes No No for n = 4
P0,1-matrices Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
P-maatrices Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Weakly sign
symmetric
P0-matrices
No No No Yes No No No for
n = 3, 4
Weakly sign
symmetric
P0,1-matrices
Yes Yes No Yes No No No for n = 3
M0-matrices No No No Yes No No No
Weakly sign
symmetric
P-matrices
Yes Yes No Yes No No for n = 4 No for n = 3
M-matrices Yes Yes No Yes No No No
Fischer matrices Yes Yes No No No for n = 4
Koteljanskii
matrices
Yes Yes No No No for n = 4
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Sign symmetric
P0-matrices
No No No Yes No No No
Sign symmetric
P0,1-matrices
Yes Yes No Yes No No No for n = 3
Sign symmetric
P-matrices
Yes Yes No Yes No No for n = 4 No for n = 3
Nonnegative
P0-matrices
No No Yes No No for n = 4 No for n = 4
Nonnegative
P0,1-matrices
Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Nonnegative
P-matrices
Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Inverse M-matrices Yes Yes No No No No No
Positive
P0,1-matrices
Yes Yes Yes No
Positive P-matrices Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Positive
semidefinite
No No Yes∗ Yes∗ Yes No NA
Positive definite Yes Yes∗ Yes∗ Yes∗ Yes No NA
Symmetric
M0-matrices
No No No Yes∗ No No NA
Symmetric
M-matrices
Yes Yes∗ No Yes∗ No No NA
Symmetric inverse
M-matrices
Yes Yes∗ Yes∗ No No No NA
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Table 4
Summary of results for each class
Class Summary of results
P0-matrices Does not reduce to principal subpattern determined by the diagonal.
Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable mardigraphs. Any
mardigraph with all vertices unspecified has completion. Some
2 × 2 patterns lack completion [4,15] (§4, §5, §9).
P0,1-matrices Does not reduce to principal subpattern determined by the diago-
nal. Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable mardigraphs.
Every 2 × 2 pattern has completion. Some 3 × 3 patterns lack
completion, but any 3 × 3 that omits an off-diagonal position has
completion. Any mardigraph with all vertices unspecified has
completion. (Symmetric) Cycles with all vertices specified have
completion [4] (§4, §5, §8).
P-matrices Every positionally symmetric pattern has completion. Every 3 × 3
pattern has completion. Family of digraphs that do not have com-
pletion. Reduces to principal subpattern determined by diagonal
positions. Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable digraphs.
Cycles with all vertices specified have completion [2,15] (§5, §8.)
Weakly sign symmetric
P0-matrices
Does not reduce to principal subpattern determined by the diagonal.
Positionally symmetric pattern that includes the diagonal has
completion iff its graph is block-clique. Reduces to strongly
connected nonseparable mardigraphs. Any mardigraph with all
vertices unspecified has completion. Some 2 × 2 patterns lack
completion [4] (§4, §5, §9).
Weakly sign symmetric
P0,1-matrices
Does not reduce to principal subpattern determined by the diagonal.
Positionally symmetric pattern that includes the diagonal has
completion iff its graph is block-clique. Reduces to strongly
connected nonseparable mardigraphs. Any mardigraph with all
vertices unspecified has completion. Every 2 × 2 pattern has
completion. Some 3 × 3 patterns lack completion [4] (§4, §5, §9).
M0-matrices Done. A pattern has completion if and only if it is permutation similar
to a block triangular pattern in which each diagonal block is
complete or omits all diagonal positions (if and only if every
strongly connected induced submardigraph is a clique or has all
vertices unspecified). Does not reduce to principal subpattern
determined by the diagonal (§7).
Weakly sign symmetric
P-matrices
Reduces to principal subpattern determined by diagonal positions.
Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable mardigraphs. Every
2 × 2 pattern has completion. Some 3 × 3 patterns lack completion
[4] (§4,§5,§9)
M-matrices Done. Reduces to principal subpattern determined by diagonal
positions. A pattern that includes the diagonal has completion
if and only if it is permutation similar to a block triangular with
complete diagonal blocks (if and only if every strongly connected
induced subdigraph is a clique) [7].
Fischer matrices Does not reduce to principal subpattern determined by the diagonal.
Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable mardigraphs. Every
2 × 2 pattern has completion [4] (§4, §5).
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Table 4
Continued
Class Summary of results
Koteljanskii matrices Does not reduce to principal subpattern determined by the diagonal.
Reduces to strongly connected mardigraphs. Every block-clique
graph has completion. Every 2 × 2 pattern has completion [4] (§4).
Sign symmetric
P0-matrices
Done. A pattern has completion iff each connected component of its
mardigraph has all vertices unspecified or is block-clique. Does not
reduce to principal subpattern determined by the diagonal [4] (§4,
§9).
Sign symmetric
P0,1-matrices
A positionally symmetric pattern that includes the diagonal has com-
pletion iff its graph is block-clique. Does not reduce to principal
subpattern determined by the diagonal. Does not reduce to strongly
connected mardigraphs. Reduces to nonseparable mardigraphs.
Every 2 × 2 pattern has completion. Some 3 × 3 patterns lack
completion [4] (§4, §5)
Sign symmetric
P-matrices
Reduces to principal subpattern determined by diagonal positions.
Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable mardigraphs. Every
2 × 2 pattern has completion. Some 3 × 3 patterns lack completion
[4] (§4,§5).
Nonnegative P0-matrices Does not reduce to principal subpattern determined by the diagonal.
Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable mardigraphs. Any
mardigraph with all vertices unspecified has completion. Some
2 × 2 patterns lack completion [4] (§4, §5, §9).
Nonnegative
P0,1-matrices
Does not reduce to principal subpattern determined by the diago-
nal. Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable mardigraphs.
Every 2 × 2 pattern has completion. Some 3 × 3 patterns lack
completion, but any 3 × 3 that omits an off-diagonal position has
completion. Any mardigraph with all vertices unspecified has
completion. (Symmetric) Cycles with all vertices specified have
completion [4] (§4, §5, §8).
Nonnegative P-matrices Reduces to principal subpattern determined by diagonal positions.
Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable digraphs. Every
3x3 pattern has completion. (Symmetric) Cycles with all vertices
specified have completion [4] (§4, §5, §8).
Inverse M-matrices A positionally symmetric pattern that includes the diagonal has
completion iff its graph is block-clique. A pattern has completion
iff in the pattern-mardigraph the induced submardigraph of every
alternate path to a single arc is complete and every nonseparable
strongly connected induced submardigraph has completion. A
nonseparable strongly connected induced submardigraph that has
completion must be homogeneous. A cycle has completion iff the
induced submardigraph of the cycle is complete or is the cycle
itself and at least one of the vertices of the cycle is not specified
[6,8,16] (§6).
Positive P0,1-matrices Because questions remain regarding induced subdigraphs and
disconnected graphs, the study of this class is problematic.
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Table 4
Continued
Class Summary of results
Positive P-matrices Reduces to principal subpattern determined by diagonal positions.
Reduces to strongly connected nonseparable digraphs. Every
3 × 3 pattern has completion. (Symmetric) Cycles with all vertices
specified have completion [4] (§4, §5, §8).
Positive semidefinite Done. A (positionally symmetric) pattern has completion iff each con-
nected component of its mardigraph has all vertices unspecified or
is chordal with all vertices specifed. Does not reduce to principal
subpattern determined by the diagonal [5,18] (§4).
Positive definite Done. Reduces to principal subpattern determined by diagonal
positions. A (positionally symmetric) pattern that includes the
diagonal has completion iff its graph is chordal [5].
Symmetric M0-matrices Done. A (positionally symmetic) pattern has completion if and only
if it is permutation similar to a block diagonal pattern in which
each diagonal block is complete or omits all diagonal positions (if
and only if each component of the mardigraph is either a clique
or has all vertices are unspecifed). Does not reduce to principal
subpattern determined by the diagonal [9] (§4).
Symmetric M-matrices Done. Reduces to principal subpattern determined by diagonal
positions. A (positionally symmetric) pattern that includes the
diagonal has completion if and only if it is permutation similar to a
block diagonal pattern in which each diagonal block is complete (if
and only if every component of the graph is a clique) [9] (§4).
Symmetric inverse
M-matrices
Done. A (positionally symmetric) pattern has completion iff its
graph is block-clique and no diagonal position is omitted that
corresponds to a vertex in a block of order >2. Does not reduce to
principal subpattern determined by the diagonal [17,9] (§4).
A =


0 1 ? ?
? 0 1 ?
? ? 0 1
1 ? ? 0


is a partial P0-matrix specifying Q. Suppose A were completed to a nonnegative or
wss P0-matrix B. By examining 2 × 2 minors we see that b1 4, b2 1, b3 2 and b4 3
must all be 0. Thus,
B =


0 1 x 0
0 0 1 y
z 0 0 1
1 w 0 0

,
which cannot be a P0-matrix for any x, y, z,w by Example 9.7.
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10. Summary of known results
In this section, we summarize the current state of knowledge for the classes 
of matrices in Table 1. From the point of view of analyzing effective strategies for
matrix completion problems, it is interesting to look at whether certain building and
reduction techniques work for each class (Table 2) and whether a particular mard-
igraph has -completion (Table 3). If one desires information about a particular
class, it is useful to have it summarized (Table 4). Current information about matrix
completion problems is also available on the internet [10].
In Section 4, we found that some classes  have the property that a pattern has
-completion if and only if the principal subpattern defined by the diagonal entries
has -completion. In this case, we say the problem reduces to the principal sub-
pattern defined by the diagonal positions. These results are listed in column 2 of
Table 2. In Section 3, we saw that for some classes  we can create new patterns
having -completion by building a block triangular pattern, each of whose blocks
had -completion, or, equivalently, we can reduce the problem of -completion to
the study of irreducible patterns (strongly connected mardigraphs). These results are
summarized in column 3 of Table 2. In Section 5, we saw that for many classes ,
an -tree built from mardigraphs that have -completion will have -completion.
Equivalently, for these classes we can reduce the -completion problem to the study
of nonseparable mardigraphs. These results are summarized in column 4 of Table 2.
For a class  that has both the latter two properties (“Yes” in column 3 and “Yes” in
column 4 of Table 2), the problem is thus reduced to the study of strongly connected
nonseparable mardigraphs.
In Table 3, “Yes” means every partial -matrix specifying the mardigraph can
be completed to a -matrix; “No” means there is a partial -matrix specifying the
graph that cannot be completed to a -matrix. In Table 4, “completion” means -
completion for the class  being discussed, and a pattern for 3 × 3 matrices is called
a 3 × 3 pattern, etc.
In Tables 2 and 3, “NA” means not applicable, i.e., positionally symmetric patterns
are required when matrices must be symmetric. An asterisk (∗) by an “Yes” means
it is true for all positionally symmetric patterns (i.e., symmetric mardigraphs) of the
given type. The notation §n at the head of a column in Tables 2 and 3 means that
this property or mardigraph is discussed in Section n of this paper. In Table 4, the
original sources of the results are listed.
As can be seen from the tables, the question of completion is completely an-
swered for the classes of positive definite matrices, positive semidefinite matrices,
M-matrices, M0-matrices, symmetric M-matrices, symmetric M0-matrices, symmet-
ric inverse M-matrices and sign symmetric P0-matrices. For some of the remaining
classes considerable progress has been made, while for others very little is known.
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